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Introduction
In the ensuing years of the Cold War, the Republic of Korea (hereafter South
Korea) has endeavored to establish itself as a thriving middle power amid its
constrained strategic environment. Often depicted as a “shrimp among whales,”
finding a new role and national strategy has always been a priority for South
Korea. Against this backdrop, South Korea has, over the years, successfully
elevated the horizons of its diplomacy through active participation in the global
network, as a facilitator of global agendas, convener of international conferences and as a bridge between the developed and developing countries of the world.
Transforming itself from a once poverty-stricken aid recipient, South Korea has
now joined the Development Assistance Committee (DAC) of the Organization
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) to qualify as a donor
state and has advanced to become the world’s seventh member of the “20-50
Club.”1 South Korea has also become a global hub of trade and investment and
is the only country in the world with the political will and economic preparedness to strike a reciprocal market access agreement with the three strongest and
most competitive economies of the world—the United States (US), European
Union (EU) and Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN).2
As a historical peace-loving nation with the moral grounds to lead peace
efforts in Northeast Asia,3 Korea has also rapidly expanded to become an eco1
2
3

“20-50 Club” refers to a group of industrialized countries with a per capita income of over $20,000
and a population of 50 million. South Korea joined as the seventh member after Japan, the US, France,
Italy, Germany and the United Kingdom.
“Korea as FTA hub” editorial in The Korea Herald, March 14, 2012, http://view.koreaherald.com/kh/
view.php?ud=20120314000508&cpv=0 (accessed October 20, 2012).
Roh Moo-hyun, “Address by President Roh Moo-hyun on the 88th March First Independence Movement Day,” March 1, 2007, http://www.koreaembassy.org/han_koreaus/learn_eng/lecture_eng_view.as
p?num=150&page=33&fldwriter=&fldtitle=&fldcontent= (accessed October 20, 2012). As the passage
tells, South Korea is the only country in Northeast Asia without a record of invasion against another
nation, in its long history.
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nomic (11th), military (14th), diplomatic (12th) and technologically innovative
(4th) power by global rankings.4 It has also become a sports power, having finished in fifth place in the last 2012 Summer Olympics held in London.5
Almost devoid of great power resources such as territory, population and
natural resources, Korea has to utilize its human talents and diplomatic sensibility in drafting national strategies. Its diplomacy and foreign relations are vital in
this regard. Amidst the frustration over North Korea and great power rivalry in
Northeast Asia, South Korea as a relatively small power must continue to muddle along by ceaselessly connecting with the international community. Raising
its soft power through dissemination of public and cultural diplomacy and actively transforming the paradigms of its relations with the rest of the world are
critical steps for the peace and prosperity of the Korean peninsula.
Since the end of the Cold War, South Korea has continuously devoted the
majority of its diplomatic capital toward resolving North Korea’s nuclear and
missile threats and has been striving to strike a middle-line path of co-prosperity
with its great power neighbors. Furthermore, the temporary ceasefire on the Korean Peninsula is increasingly becoming a complicated equation due to the other
great powers’ preference to maintain a status quo policy. Against this backdrop,
South Korea’s ultimate grand strategic objective of peaceful unification with the
North is becoming an equation of higher degree, pushing South Korea to adopt
an ever more creative foreign policy in the twenty-first century.
Against this backdrop, the diplomatic and national security initiatives undertaken by former South Korean presidents in the aftermath of the Cold War
have significantly facilitated Korea’s rise and its elevated status in the global
community. The first section of this paper introduces a brief overview of past
South Korean presidents’ foreign policy and national strategy, starting with
President Roh Tae-woo and ending with current President Lee Myung-bak. The
second section introduces a booklet entitled “Chosun Strategy” written over
one hundred and thirty years ago during the late nineteenth century. The policy
paper yields significant implications for Korea’s contemporary foreign and security policies due to the intrinsically similar strategic environment Korea faced
then and now, as well as the overlap of participants involved surrounding the
Korean peninsula. The ensuing sections seek to analyze the contents of Chosun
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Myung-bok Bae, “Olympic and National Strength,” Korea JungAng Daily, August 16, 2012, http://koreajoongangdaily.joinsmsn.com/news/article/article.aspx?aid=2957954 (accessed October 11, 2012).
London 2012 Olympic Committee, “Medal Count,” http://www.london2012.com/medals/medal-count/
(accessed October 20, 2012).
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Strategy and draw lessons for Korea’s foreign policy, concluding with a broader
strategic guideline for South Korea’s future.
Korea’s Legacy in Foreign Policy and National Strategy
In the years following the end of the Cold War, South Korea’s foreign policy
conduct witnessed two core strategic pillars: the North Korean question and
globalization. Due to the division with the North, more than 90 percent of South
Korea’s diplomatic resources have been subsequently invested in managing the
security conflict pertaining to the Korean peninsula.6 In this regard, South Korean presidents since the early 1990s have strived to transform the Cold War
paradigm on the Korean Peninsula to one of peace, stability and co-prosperity
through deepened engagement in the global network.
President Roh Tae-woo (1988-92) led South Korea in the midst of the Soviet Union’s disintegration and the end of the Cold War, and successfully hosted
the Seoul Olympics in 1988, paving the way for Korea’s deepened integration
into the international community. Under Roh, South Korea joined the United
Nations and pursued a policy of “Nordpolitik,”7 resulting in the eventual formalization of diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union and People’s Republic
of China in 1992, once thought to be its ideological enemies. In terms of his
North Korea policy, Roh was responsible for the formalization of the InterKorean Basic Agreement, which stipulated that the two Koreas would alter their
longstanding confrontational structure to one of reconciliation and peace.8
The Kim Young-sam administration (1993-97) was responsible for South
Korea’s entry into the worldwide trend of accelerated “globalization” by opening its doors and becoming party to the World Trade Organization (WTO) and
OECD. Its national strategies, however, faced setbacks due to outbreak of the
so-called IMF crisis in 1997, and the first North Korean nuclear crisis in 1994.9
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Sung-han Kim, “G20, Rio Conference, and the Role of Middle Powers,” Munhwa Ilbo, June 15, 2012,
http://www.munhwa.com/news/view.html?no=2012061501033837191002 (accessed October 22, 2012).
Nordpolitik was an endeavor by the South Korean government to diversify its foreign relations through
forging friendly relations with traditional socialist countries such as Russia, China, and Eastern Europe,
ultimately to construct permanent peace on the Korean peninsula through unification. See “Nordpolitk”
in National Archives of Korea Website, http://contents.archives.go.kr/next/content/listSubjectDescription.do?id=002917 (accessed October 10, 2012).
National Archives of Korea, under “Diplomacy” from Roh Tae-woo administration, http://contents.
archives.go.kr/next/content/listSubjectDescription.do?id=002871 (accessed September 29, 2012).
National Archives of Korea, under “Diplomacy” of Kim Young-sam administration, http://contents.
archives.go.kr/next/content/listSubjectDescription.do?id=002920 (accessed September 29, 2012); and
National Archive of Korea, “Inter-Korean Basic Agreement,” http://contents.archives.go.kr/next/content/listSubjectDescription.do?id=003346 (accessed September 29, 2012).
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The Kim Dae-jung administration (1998-2002) came into office under the
name of the “People’s Government” and pursued active multilateral diplomacy
in the WTO, OECD, and Asia-Pacific Economic Community (APEC), and endeavored to increase South Korea’s international competitiveness by adopting
cultural diplomacy as a new pillar of its diplomatic makeup10 and forging closer
relations with four important countries involved in Northeast Asia: the United
States, Japan, China and Russia. In terms of his North Korea policy, President
Kim pursued a comprehensive security framework of inducing the North to
open up to the international community under the name of “Sunshine Policy”
and consequently convened the first-ever inter-Korean Summit in June 2000.11
President Roh Moo-hyun (2003-2007) strove to build upon his predecessor’s North Korea policy by pursuing an engagement policy with the North and
proclaiming to open an era of “Peace and Co-Prosperity in Northeast Asia.” Under President Roh’s leadership, South Korea devised what can be referred to as
South Korea’s first “national security strategy.”12 Despite such major achievements, the foreign policies of President Roh’s “Participatory Government” repeatedly faced setbacks amid criticism of its initiatives to become a “Northeast
Asian Balancer” and the subsequent strained relations with the United States.
Meanwhile, in October 2006, North Korea conducted its first nuclear test following its test-fire of long-range ballistic missiles and the revelation of covert
highly enriched uranium (HEU) nuclear facility at Yongbyon.13
Against this backdrop, the Lee Myung-bak government came into office in
2008, pledging to open a new North Korea policy founded upon “strict reciprocity” of linking economic assistance with the nuclear problem.14 South Korea’s
“Vision 3000: Denuclearization and Openness” policy and the “Grand Bargain”
initiative based on “mutual benefit and common prosperity,” however, yielded
limited results due to North Korea’s intransigence.15 The Six-Party Talks have
10 Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade, “Culture” in “Policy Issues,” http://www.mofat.go.kr/ENG/
policy/culture/overview/index.jsp?menu=m_20_150_10 (accessed September 29, 2012).
11 National Archives of Korea, under “Diplomacy” of Kim Dae-jung administration, http://contents.
archives.go.kr/next/content/listSubjectDescription.do?id=002974 (accessed September 29, 2012).
12 National Security Council, “Peace, Prosperity, and National Security: National Security Strategy of the
Republic of Korea,” 2004, http://www.mofat.go.kr/webmodule/htsboard/template/read/korboardread.jsp
?typeID=6&boardid=754&seqno=302491 (accessed September 30, 2012).
13 National Archives of Korea, under “Diplomacy” from Roh Moo-hyun administration, http://contents.
archives.go.kr/next/content/listSubjectDescription.do?id=003045&pageFlag= (accessed September 29,
2012).
14 Woo-sang Kim, Shin Hankook Chaekryak III [Korea’s National Strategy: Its Middle Power Diplomacy]
(Seoul: Sechang Press, 2012), 4.
15 South Korean Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade Press Release, “Grand Bargain,” May 31, 2010,
http://www.mofat.go.kr/webmodule/htsboard/template/read/engreadboard.jsp?typeID=12&boardid=318
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been stalled since late 2008, and the Kumgang mountain tourism project was
halted after a North Korean soldier shot South Korean tourist Park Wang-ja.
The Lee Myung-bak government also faced immense opposition in the process
of signing a Free Trade Agreement (FTA) with the US. In 2010, North Korea
torpedoed a South Korean navy corvette leaving 46 sailors either dead or missing, and shelled Yeonpyeong Island, the first military attack on South Korean
soil since the Korean War in 1950. Four South Koreans were killed and 19 were
injured in the process. In spite of such hardships in dealing with the North Korean regime, the Lee Myung-bak government nonetheless succeeded in taking
Korea to a new level of enhanced leadership on the world stage by engaging in
active middle power diplomacy via its vision of becoming “Global Korea.”16
With the new presidential elections due at the end of 2012, President Lee’s
term is coming to a close. Reflecting on the past administrations in South Korea,
it is safe to say that a few national security patterns will appear in the following years to come, depending on which political party succeeds in taking office
next year.
First, whether the conservative or the progressive party succeeds in entering the Presidential Office, South Korea is likely to maintain its close alliance
with the United States, which has served as the bedrock of peace and stability
on the Korean Peninsula since the end of the Korean War in 1953. The degree
of closeness with the US however, will sway, depending on how the political
leadership views its relative relations with China due to the Sino-US structural
relationship increasingly being portrayed as a zero-sum game. Under this condition, neighboring states like South Korea—which has significant geopolitical
and economic interests that could suffer due to a souring of relations with China—will find it difficult to choose one side at the expense of the other. Second,
South Korea’s North Korea policy is likely to become more engaging than the
Lee Myung-bak government, but not as cooperative as the former progressive
administrations of President Kim Dae-jung and Roh Moo-hyun.17 This is due
&seqno=309478&c=&t=&pagenum=1&tableName=TYPE_ENGLISH&pc=&dc=&wc=&lu=&vu=&iu
=&du= (accessed October 23, 2012).
16 The Blue House, “Global Korea: The National Security Strategy of the Republic of Korea,” June 2009;
Sung-han Kim, “Global Korea: Broadening Korea’s Diplomatic Horizons” CSIS Korea Chair Platform,
July 27, 2012; Sang-Hyun Lee, “National Security Strategy of the Lee Myung-bak Government: The
Vision of ‘Global Korea’ and Its Challenges,” The Korean Journal of Security Affairs, 14:2 (December
2009).
17 For example, South Korea’s presidential hopeful Park Geun-hye of the conservative Grand National
Party in 2011 pledged to adopt a more balanced approach to the South’s North Korea policy based on
“trustpolitik” and “alignment policy.” See Park Geun-hye, “A New Kind of Korea: Building Trust Between Seoul and Pyongyang.” Foreign Affairs, 90:5 (Sep/Oct 2011). The South Korean public’s fatigue
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to the South Korean public’s accumulated frustration over the North in the past
years, where many have come to believe that its economic assistance and unconditional support have propped up the North Korean regime and perpetuated
the ongoing nuclear threat.
Against this backdrop, this paper introduces a booklet published over a hundred years ago by a Chinese diplomat, entitled Chosun Strategy. Its implications prove to be significant because it is the first geopolitical and strategic
report in Korea’s foreign and national security context.18 Written in 1880 by
Hwang Jun-hon, the policy brief recommends Chosun (Korea) to: open its gates
to the world, adopt self-strengthening policies founded on Western practices
and create a balance-of-power structure in Northeast Asia by “remaining close
to China, creating ties with Japan, and allying with the US.”19 The paper and
its recommendations were extraordinary considering the era—Korea was often
referred to as the hermit kingdom at the time. However, the policy brief contains broad and useful assessments on the changing dynamism of global and
regional order in Northeast Asia at the time. Thus, the Chosun Strategy can be
considered a primary and therefore optimal historical text for charting Korea’s
future foreign and national strategies, especially since the external circumstances surrounding the Korean peninsula during the time are intrinsically similar to
today’s regional security order. In the subsequent years of the book’s publication, however, Korea was completely subdued by Japan for nearly forty years
of colonialism, which still lingers as painful memories for the Korean people.
Therefore, probing into the Chosun Strategy is a decisive starting point to analyze the prospects for the regional and global security environment surrounding
the Korean peninsula today and formulating South Korea’s future paths to peace
and prosperity. Doing so can also prevent Korea from future victimization.
Analyzing the Chosun Strategy
Written in September 1880 and roughly 20 pages in length, the aims and objectives of the policy paper were to inform the Koreans of the imminent invasion
by Russia and how it was to evade such a calamity. The paper was drafted by a
Chinese diplomat stationed in Tokyo named Hwang Jun-hon, and was conveyed
towards engagement with the North has soured after the North’s attacks in 2010.
18 “Op-ed, Chosun Strategy and Security Strategy,” Gook-bang Ilbo (National Defense Newspaper),
December 8, 2004, http://kookbang.dema.mil.kr/kdd/ForumType.jsp?writeDate=20041208&menuCd=3
002&menuSeq=1&kindSeq=1&menuCnt=30912 (accessed October 23, 2012).
19 Jun-hon Hwang, Chosun Chaekryak (Chosun Strategy), translated by Il-mun Cho (Seoul: Konkuk Univ.
Press, 1977).
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to his Korean counterpart, Kim Hong-jip, who was a special diplomatic envoy
(Sushinsa) to Japan. Upon reception, Kim returned to Korea and presented the
booklet to King Gojong and subsequently became the central figure promoting
Korea’s enlightenment (Gaehwa) policies. By the end of 1881, Korea followed
China’s steps by establishing a Ministry of General Affairs (Tongnigimuamun)
in charge of Korea’s modernization efforts, steering the course towards an opendoor policy and entering into multiple trade diplomacies with the West, beginning with the “Treaty of Peace, Amity, Commerce and Navigation” with the
United States in 1882 and followed by a series of commercial treaties with Germany (1883), Russia (1884), Great Britain (1884) and France (1884) in the following years.20 Hence, the booklet is considered to have profoundly influenced
and changed the nature of Korea’s foreign policies at the time.
As to the specific contents of the policy paper, Hwang Jun-hon’s awareness
of the global situation was respectably broad and well-organized. His scope of
vision reached as far as Europe and North America, and he was able to discern
the ongoing dynamics of current affairs with considerable accuracy. The document starts off by describing Russian aggression in global politics:
There is a humongous state on the face of the planet under the name of
Russia.... It has always sought to annex foreign land and has already
acquired Sakhalin, east bank of the Heilongjiang River, and the mouth
of Tumen River.... Its ambitions for conquest date back to some 300
years ago, which was first to acquire Europe, then, Central Asia, and
now it was drawing near Asia and ultimately into the Korean peninsula.21

With regards to Korea’s strategic environment and geopolitical significance in
Northeast Asia, Hwang Jun-hon lays out a convincing assessment and a creative
blueprint for Korea to reflect in its foreign policies:
The land of Korea is located at a pivot point in Asia indeed, and will
never fail to be a contesting ground. If Russia wants to expand its territory, it will certainly start from Korea. Therefore, no other task is more

20 Melvin Frederick Nelson, Korea and the Old Orders in Eastern Asia (New York: Russell & Russell,
1945). See appendix section for a list of chronology of Korea’s treaty conclusions with the West in the
nineteenth century.
21 Jun-hon Hwang, Korean Strategy (Chosun Chaeryak—in Korean), translated by Il-Mun Cho (Seoul:
Konkuk University Press, 2001), 21-23.
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urgent for Korea than to defend itself against a possible Russian invasion. What will be the measure for defense against Russia? We say the
only way for Korea is to ‘remain close to China, create ties with Japan,
ally with the United States’ and try to strengthen itself. 22

Hwang Jun-hon then persuades Korea to strengthen its ties with China and Japan. On remaining close to China:
China has always protected Korea; if the whole world were aware
that China and Korea were like members of one family, Russia would
realize that Korea did not stand alone and would exercise self-restraint towards Korea.23

On creating ties with Japan:
Japan and Korea are so close to each other that if either country were
seized by Russia, the other would not be able to survive; therefore
Korea should overcome its minor misgivings about Japan and promote
great plans with Japan. 24

Hwang Jun-hon’s impression towards the US was especially favorable. On allying with the US:
The people of the country, following the moral teaching of their great
founder [George Washington], have governed the country in accordance with propriety and righteousness....It is a democratic country...
based on republicanism....It always helps the weak, supports universal righteousness, and thus prohibits the Europeans from doing evil.25
It is the only Western power that has never sought selfish gains. 26
22 Kenichiro Hirano, “Interactions among Three Cultures in East Asian International Politics during the
Late Nineteenth Century: Collating Five Different Texts of Huang Zun-xian’s ‘Chao-Xian Ce-Lue,’”
Center of Excellence-Contemporary Asian Studies (2005): 15-16.
23 Key-Hiuk Kim, The Last Phase of the East Asian World Order: Korea, Japan, and the Chinese Empire,
1860-1882 (Berkeley and Los Angeles, California: University of California Press, 1980), 295-296.
24 Ibid.
25 Quoted from Noriko Kamachi, Reform in China : Huang Tsun-Hsien and the Japanese Model (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1981), 126; Wai-Ming Ng, “The Formation of Huang TsunHsien’s Political Thought in Japan (1877-1882),” Sino-Japanese Studies 8-1 (1995).
26 Kim, The Last Phase of the East Asian World Order, 295.
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Lastly, the Chosun Strategy derived modern applications of international law
and balance-of-power theory emanating from Europe to convince the Koreans
to enter into treaty relations with the West:
Why do Britain, France, Germany and Italy come to Korea and ask
for alliance? Because that is what the West calls balance of power.
Today, all states compete and struggle in all possible combinations,
to a greater degree than in the times of the Warring States. If the great
powers want to...keep a state of peace, it is possible only when they
have a condition in which neither very weak nor very strong states exist so that they can maintain each other. If there is even one state that
annexes other states, it increases its power and if it increases its power,
it increases its military strength, which in turn threatens the security of
all the other states.
The public law of the West does not allow any state to annihilate another. However, unless a country is signatory, it cannot be included in
the system even when it is in danger of annihilation. This is why the
Western states wish to form alliances with Korea...because they want
to prevent Russia from monopolizing Korea and to maintain Korea in
balance together with the other powers in the world.27

As can be read from the texts, the Chosun Strategy illustrates a clear overview
of Chinese policymakers’ mindsets and the international strategic landscape
surrounding the Korean Peninsula during the late nineteenth century.
Evaluation
The publication of Chosun Strategy in 1880 was a critical juncture for Korea’s
future. In the next 30 years, the status of Korea altered dramatically—from
China’s longtime tributary state to multiple stages of great power confrontation, culminating in the Sino-Japanese (1894) and Russo-Japanese (1905) Wars.
Korea went from an isolated “hermit kingdom” to an open market for the West;
it was then forced to become a protectorate of China, Russia and Japan until
its eventual annexation and colonization by Japan in 1910. During the process,
Korea’s closest neighbors and great powers in the region—China, Russia, Japan
and the US—were significantly involved.
Hence, looking back, it is regrettable that the Chosun Strategy failed to re27 Hirano, Interactions among Three Cultures in East Asian, 20-21.
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verse Korea’s eventual path to chaos. Had Huang Jung-hon’s recommendations
and assessments of the international situation been more useful, or if the Korean
policymakers were united in devising an efficient national strategy reflecting on
the booklet, Korea’s future outlooks could have developed into a much more
peaceful trajectory.
Likewise, the Chosun Strategy and its policy recommendations yielded limited results primarily due to its intrinsic fixation on Chinese traditional and feudalistic diplomacy. For Korea to “remain close to China, create ties with Japan,
and ally with the US” was in essence a Chinese strategy to “use foreigners to
subdue the foreigners.”28 However, such calculations presumed the mutual destruction of the “foreigners.”
Furthermore, China at the time was engaged in a territorial row against
Russia on its western borders over Ili,29 and thus Huang Jun-hon’s appeals to
the “Russian threat” as a strategic background lacks objectivity, since China’s
threat perception could easily have been over-exaggerated. In fact, in the years
following the booklet’s publication, it was actually Japan and China that caused
most of Korea’s suffering.
Conclusion: Lessons
Korea can learn several lessons from the course of events that followed the
publication of the Chosun Strategy. First, Korea’s trade diplomacy with the US,
Europe, China and Japan in the late nineteenth century could not prevent the
great powers’ eventual encroachment onto the Korean peninsula. This counters
expectations based on liberal theories that economic engagement reduces the
likelihood of war and increases security benefits.30 In this regard, despite government declarations, media reports and analyses claiming that Korea’s conclusion of FTAs with the US and Europe will amount to an economic alliance, is

28 This refers to the Chinese concept of “yi-yi-zhi-yi:” To use barbarians (foreigners) to play off another
barbarian.
29 “Ili Crisis,” Encyclopedia Britannica, http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/282770/Ili-crisis
(accessed October 23, 2012).
30 “Liberals argue that economic interdependence lowers the likelihood of war by increasing the value
of trading over the alternative of aggression: interdependent states would rather trade than invade. As
long as high levels of interdependence can be maintained, liberals assert, we have reason for optimism.
Realists dismiss the liberal argument, arguing that high interdependence increases rather than decreases
the probability of war. In anarchy, states must constantly worry about their security. Accordingly,
interdependence—meaning mutual dependence and thus vulnerability—gives states an incentive to
initiate war, if only to ensure continued access to necessary materials and goods.” In Dale C. Copeland,
“Economic Interdependence and War: A Theory of Trade Expectations,” International Security 20:4
(Spring 1996).
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based on purely wishful thinking. The Chosun Strategy reveals economic and
trade ties alone cannot provide the state with the necessary diplomatic leverage
and deterrence to protect itself from its partners.31
Second, Korea’s upgrading of ties, especially with the US in the “Strategic
Alliance for the Twenty-First Century” based on mutual trust and common values, as well as its “Strategic and Cooperative Partnership” with China, should
be viewed from a strategic dimension ingrained with national interests of the
joining state parties. Whether such strategic partnerships will become deterrents
against hostile intentions toward Korea will have to be tested over the course of
time. This was clearly evident in China’s decision to intervene in Korean affairs
in the wake of Western intrusion into Korea in the late nineteenth centuries after
the longtime practice of non-intervention, as well as the other great powers’
intervention surrounding the future of Korea despite the existence of modern
international law. In this regard, strategic partnerships can be maintained peacefully when there are strategic interests to pursue for the party-states; however,
they are also open for change and downgrading, depending on power politics
and state’s modification in its strategic calculus.
Third, the longstanding relationship between China and North Korea (who
are supposedly as close as “lips-and-teeth”) is likely to endure throughout the
future even if the North’s strategic value to China decreases. Indeed, China
intervened in Korean affairs in the nineteenth century not only out of fear of
losing its vassal state but also because the two countries had learned to coexist
in contention for a long period of time. In this respect, it can be inferred that
the possibility of China’s intervention on the Korean peninsula in the case of
sudden crisis in North Korea is almost certain. Such was the case in the SinoJapanese War and the Korean War. Therefore, it is imperative that the Korean
government be prepared to either accommodate Chinese intervention in Seoul’s
favor or thwart-off possible Chinese influence through forging external alliances and increasing its military strength in order to raise the costs of any potential
Chinese decision to intervene.
Lastly, it should be noted that Korea’s complex strategic environment today
is nothing new, having endured for over 100 years, and that South Korea will be
left to face a similar geopolitical structure throughout the future course of time.
In certain respects, the situation today is even more discouraging due to tense
relations with North Korea. However, South Korea can draw upon lessons of
its history and reflect upon the outcomes when formulating its future policies.
31 Korea’s military alliance with the US is a different case because the economic dimension has been
added on to the security pact. However, that does not change the strength of the military alliance.
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Fortunately, South Korea has developed rapidly over the years and has successfully started to initiate independent foreign and defense policies.32 South
Korea also has the US as its main ally, and elements of its soft power—especially K-pop and Korean dramas—are sweeping across Asia, the Middle East,
Europe and the Americas. South Korea has also successfully become a convener of international diplomatic activities, hosting the G-20 Summit, Nuclear Security Summit and the Fourth High Level Forum on Aid Effectiveness in 2010
and 2011. In 2012, it has also successfully become non-permanent member of
the UN Security Council, and is now the host of the international Global Green
Growth Institute (GGGI) and the Green Climate Fund (GCF), a full-fledged
international organization envisioned to become a “World Bank” in the field
of environment. Such middle power diplomatic initiatives are a “blue ocean”
where Korea can reap the security effects and benefits33 traditionally and theoretically reserved to forging alliances, strengthening military arms, building nuclear weapons and enhancing economic engagements. Situated in an ideal middle position between great power rivalries in Northeast Asia and reflecting back
on the situation in the nineteenth century, Korea should transform its seemingly
disadvantageous strategic environment into its advantage in the future global
network of accelerated globalization. YJIS

32 “Defense Reform 307,” Ministry of National Defense, http://www.mnd.go.kr/mndPolicy/mndReform/
problem/problem_3/index.jsp?topMenuNo=2&leftNum=7 (accessed September 29, 2012).
“Defense Reform 2020,” National Archives of Korea, http://contents.archives.go.kr/next/content/listSubjectDescription.do?id=00622 (accessed September 29, 2012).
“S. Korea, US agree in principle to extend missile range” The Korea Times, September 25, 2012, http://
www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/news/nation/2012/09/113_120849.html (accessed October 1, 2012); “Lee
calls for building stronger armed forces citing NK, regional tensions.” The Korea Times, September 26,
2012, http://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/news/nation/2012/09/116_120897.html (accessed October 1,
2012).
33 “South Korea will be more secure from any North Korean threat by being the base of a key U.N. fund
on climate change, the presidential office said Sunday.” Quoted from “S. Korea to become more secure
by hosting GCF secretariat: presidential office,” Yonhap News, October 21, 2012, http://english.yonhapnews.co.kr/national/2012/10/21/0301000000AEN20121021002000315.HTML (accessed October 23,
2012).

